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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bob Oganovic
Tuesday, August 29, 2017 8:19 PM
nancy.arguedas@wellsfargo.com
RE: Wells Foundation website

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: "Jennifer Harding" <J.Harding@bridgeforyouth.org>
Date: Aug 29, 2017 2:54 PM
Subject: Wells Foundation website
To: "woodietoo76@gmail.com" <woodietoo76@gmail.com>
Cc:
Hi Holly,
Hope you’re doing well. I just wanted to follow up with you regarding the Wells website – you had asked a
while back for some feedback about the new site. I finally had the chance to take a thorough look. I initially
had some trouble navigating – I kept hitting dead-ends, BUT it all turned out to be an internet connectivity
issue at our end! Once that was resolved, the site was easy to navigate, very clearly structured, and very
professional looking. I asked Sara, our grantwriter, to look at it carefully as she went through the grant
submission process. Her comments are below. I wish we could offer some constructive criticism or
suggestions, but neither of us saw a single thing that needed improvement.
As a grant writer, I give them 5 stars!
Their web site is clear, easy to read and navigate, and the application process is simple.
The very best part is that they require no cut & paste/data-entry nonsense. We simply attach two documents giving
them the requested information. (The only other funder I have encountered doing something similar to this is Butler.)
Most other electronic application systems require things like retyping your entire board list into their system, cutting &
pasting answers to questions with word limits, or character limits, etc.
Bravo for Wells! They are an example to be followed.

Hope this is helpful!
Warmly,
Jenny
Jenny Harding | Development Director
Bridge for Youth | 1111 West 22nd Street | Minneapolis, MN 55405
Direct: 612-230-6685
Email: j.harding@BridgeForYouth.org
www.bridgeforyouth.org |Facebook| Linked-In| Twitter
This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately
by return e-mail, delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is
unauthorized and may be illegal. Unless otherwise stated, opinions expressed in this e-mail are those of the author and are not endorsed by the author's
employer.
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